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PH YSICS  OF THE AIR
circulation about them was closed or along spiral paths of repeated turns. Neither, in general, is a closed circulation indicated by the movements of the clouds. Again, it often happens that the velocity of the forward moving wind of a cyclone is less than that of the storm itself, so that instead of flowing around the storm center it necessarily is left behind.
Synoptic weather charts, therefore, show instantaneous wind directions, but not wind paths, which however can be found for surface winds.1 This is because the storm condition itself is moving forward—moving, indeed, with a velocity nearly always comparable to, and, at times, even faster than, that of the lower winds themselves.
The main body of the storm winds, those below an elevation of 4 or 5 kilometers, except everywhere near the surface, and also generally about the poleward side above 2 to 3 kilometers elevation, blow, in the cyclonic sense, roughly parallel to the surface isobars. This does not 'mean that the path of any given particle of air is around and around the center of low pressure, because4, as above explained, both this center itself and its system of isobars usually are in rapid transit. Near the surface the velocity is so slowed down that the deflection forces no longer balance the horizontal pressure1, and therefore the winds of this level are directed inward at a considerable angle across the isobars. Through the poleward half of the storm area the horizontal temperature gradient is nearly always opposite in general direction to the horizontal pressure gradient at the surface. With increase of elevation in this section therefore, the pressure gradient usually weakens from the start and later reverses at
the height of only a few kilometers----often less than 1 kilometer; while
the winds first inerease (where the surface drag rapidly decreases) to a maximum, then decrease, and later more or less reverse in direction.
Deflection Angle. The anglo between the surface wind direction at any place within a cyclonic storm and the normal to the corresponding
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Km.  />;*.      Deflection angle.
isobar, the "deflection" zmgle (Fig. 53), is greatest, or the surface winds most nearly parallel fo the isobars, (a) when the winds are swiftest and thus develop the strongest deflective forces—therefore greatest to the south and east of the storm cent or and least to the north and west, (6) when the velocity of the storm as a whole is least,, (c) in the summer time, because during this season the storm movement, is less than during, 1 SHAW, "Forecasting Weather," 2nd Ed., Chap. IX.

